VUIIS
DXA Information Worksheet

Study Info:

Lab: ____________________ Study ID: ____________________

PREGNANCY TESTING IS REQUIRED FOR ALL PERSONS OF CHILDBEARING POTENTIAL.
TESTING MUST BE PERFORMED BEFORE THE STUDY. RESULTS ARE TO BE UPLOADED TO THE REDCAP FORM.

Body part being imaged:

Whole Body Composition Lumbar Spine Hip Forearm

All values needed from DXA scan (study specific):
(Example: total fat mass, total lean mass, BMD, BMC, android/gynoid ratio, T scores, Z scores, T and Z scores of ulna only)

** Reports are available on gStudy. Any other data retrieval will be up to the lab to communicate with the technologist at the time of the study. VUIIS does not provide flash drives for data retrieval at the scanner.**